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Introduction

Natural and agglomerate sparkling wine corks were assessed for the presence of entrained oxygen to investigate uncharacteristic in-bottle sulfur dioxide

depletion observed in sparkling wines. Concentrations of up to 8 – 9 mg/L oxygen per single cork sample were found.

What is entrained oxygen?

Entrained oxygen and sulfur dioxide depletion

Quantifying entrained oxygen

Opportunities for further investigations

Typical commercial sparkling wine corks have a porous structure that

allows air to become trapped in the inner cork matrix. Good bottling

practices aim to minimise the oxygen concentrations in bottle, creating a

low oxygen environment that can drive the diffusion of oxygen from the

cork to the wine.

O2 rich environment

O2 deficient environment

 A typical rule of thumb states that 4 mg/L free SO2 is depleted for every

1 mg/L O2 present.

 Commercial closure trials assessed the in-bottle SO2 drop for wines

sealed with three agglomerate sparkling cork types and two sparkling

natural corks.

 Free SO2 losses of 21.5 mg/L and 24.5 mg/L were observed after two

weeks and three months in bottle respectively.

 These losses were higher than those expected based on the oxygen

management practices during bottling.

 Three individual identical corks subjected to nitrogen-rich (oxygen-deficient)

environment

 Non-destructive quantification of increasing oxygen concentration with time

 Vessels re-purged once oxygen concentration gradient equilibrated.

 Investigate the diffusion kinetics in-bottle to understand the oxygen concentration gradient existing between an oxygen-rich environment (half of the cork

exposed to atmosphere) and an oxygen-deficient environment (half of the cork exposed to inert headspace)

 Understand the implications of introducing wine into the system and whether the increased CO2 levels affect the diffusion of entrained oxygen

 Provide data to commercial bottling facilities and wineries to ensure that oxygen entrained in corks is accounted for in sparkling wine packaging practices.
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Findings

 On average, the total entrained oxygen within natural cork samples and

agglomerate cork samples was 8.8 mg/L.

 Oxygen diffusion rates were faster from natural cork samples than from

agglomerate corks.


